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In a world of information disorder it is essential that citizens understand how to deal with the
flow of disinformation, especially in visual formats (photos, videos). Previous research show that
people often struggle to separate a real piece of news from a fake one. In this study, we
investigate the possibilities of making a tool for professional verification of fake news, InVID,
useful to the public. This exploratory study sought to evaluate 1/ people’s habits and attitudes
to image verification and credibility online and 2/ people’s perceptions of the functionalities of
InVID. Participants (N=56) in the study, age 21-73, come from Spain, Rumania, France and
Sweden, and have diverse professional profiles (teachers, influencers, etc.). They tested the
digital tool and additional materials designed to promote their technocognition. We used a
mixed methods design to analyze with questionnaires. The results obtained provide data on
perceived usefulness of the tool to detect and determine the credibility of the images and deep
fake. We find that participants hold diverse opinions, but in general find InVID useful and
interesting. However, they also find tutorials etcetera confusing and call for a more user-friendly
tool to swiftly be able to detect fake videos and images.
This study is part of the Youcheck! project which aim to: a) increase critical thinking skills around
disinformation, b) raise awareness through media literacy about "fake news" as a threat to
democracy, c) empower European citizens through image and video verification and d) capitalize
on two European projects: InVID and ECO LEARNING. Youcheck! is a project funded by the
European Commission with partners from four countries: France (Savoir Devenir and Agence
France-Presse), Sweden (Uppsala University), Romania (SNSPA) and Spain (UNED).

Palabras clave: video verification, deep fake, media and information literacy, image
credibility, critical thinking, disinformation, fake news.

1. Introduction.
Information disorder and disinformation via social media has brought a lot of public attention
on the dual need for fact-checking and media literacy (EU, 2018). Fake news plays an increasingly
prevalent role in the dissemination of misinformation by influencing people's perceptions or
knowledge to distort their awareness and decision-making (Zhang, et al., 2019). With the
growth of social media, media literacy is increasingly important in the process of forming the
citizenship of the post-digital era in which we live (Jandrić, et al., 2018; Frau-Meigs et al., 2017).
Since 2016, a number of fact-checking initiatives and tools have emerged as a response from the
journalistic profession (Frau-Meigs, 2019). They are mostly geared to journalists, not to
teachers, students or citizens at large (Lee, 2018). Research reveals an additional gap: the focus
is mostly on text-based “fake news”, much less on visual “fake news”, though these are among
the most prominent in the information and communication uses by young people and the public
at large. These identified gaps in research and practice have compelled us to focus on how to
prepare adults for a world where fake news will increasingly be AI-lead (deep fake era).
The aim now is to prepare citizens to understand and actively participate in the media culture
around them, emphasizing responsibility and critical analysis (Osuna-Acedo et al., 2018). You
Check! Project, funded by the European Commission program “Media Education for All”, intends
to investigate this issue and validate whether the reality check tool presented by images on the
Internet, InVID, can be useful for the process of media literacy needed in the society of the 21st
century.

2. Media Literacy for critical thinking.
Much is being said about “fake news” and some good practices already exist in the classroom
like having journalists come and train teachers and students. But what good is there in learning
about “fake news” if there is no easy way to spot them? Should we wait for the young people to
be trained, when most research shows that it is older people and less educated and internetsavvy people who are the conveyors and amplifiers of fake news (Guess, Nyhan, & Reifler, 2018;
Hunt & Gentzkow, 2017)?
Other research shows that teenagers are becoming huge consumers of news from social media,
but we wonder if they can apply critical thinking to make sense of real-life news. In previous
research it is evident how teenagers in the US, Sweden and Hong Kong struggle to determine
the credibility of credible, biased and false news (Breakstone et al., 2019; Ku et al., 2019; Nygren
& Guath, 2019). In the study by Ku et al (2019) they conclude that adolescents “demonstrated
proficiency in news media knowledge but underperformed in evidence evaluation” (Ku et al.,
2019, p. 9), highlighting how young citizens with media knowledge still need support to evaluate
evidence in updated ways. Citizens need to cultivate the ability to discern between biased and
false information from evidence-based information in order to make solid judgments. Noting
the complexity of this challenge there is today a call for digital tools to support citizens in an era
of information disorder (Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017; Nygren, 2019). Noting how fact-checkers
use digital resources to corroborate information (Wineburg & McGrew, in press) it is evident
that all citizens can learn from this and use digital tools in updated ways. Combatting
disinformation can be quite a messy problem-solving case that needs to become a common
practice to sustain participatory cultures (Jenkins, 2008; Osuna-Acedo et al., 2018). There is an
urgent need for critical thinking that starts with the presentation of the problem and ends with
the provision of arguments (Huljev & Cikovac, 2018).
In Youcheck! project, the key tool is the InVID visual verification plugin, tofoster critical thinking
about pictures and videos shared on social networks and help debunk fakes as a rapid response.
The initiative also develops a toolkit to ensure that self-learning and online learning can take

place outside the classroom. Fostering citizens’ agency with digital tools like InVID and adopting
a solution-oriented approach to debunk “fake news” appears as an efficient way to change both
people’s understanding of the “fake news” phenomenon and their daily behaviour with regard
to (dis-)information.

3. Verification of information as key to debunk text- and image-based
disinformation.
To focus on rapid response to debunk disinformation, it is important to get used to being
attentive to certain factors in the message, such as the source, inconsistencies, subjectivity,
sensationalism in manipulated images (Vishwakarma, Varshney, & Yadav, 2019). Automated
fact-checking is often geared towards text analysis and analysis of images seem challenging for
many people (García Lozano et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2019). Citizens need
cognitive abilities adapted to technology to navigate information in an era of disinformation
(Lewandowsky et al., 2017; Rich, 2018).
This calls for a revised approach to media education, to strike a balance between using human
critical thinking and social cognition together with a technological tool that mimics some of the
human thought processes (Frau-Meigs, 2011). Such an approach can focus on techno-cognition,
which is an inter-disciplinary approach to the design of information architectures that
incorporates principles borrowed from behavioral economics to ‘nudge’ (Thaler & Sunstein,
2008) against the spread of misinformation, “combined with a cognitively inspired program to
educate the public and improve journalistic practices” (Lewandowsky et al., 2017, p. 362). This
approach has apparent links to theories of civic online reasoning (McGrew et al., 2018),
highlighting how journalistic principles and technology need to go hand in hand to educate and
support citizens and safeguard democracy.
The use of social media for news production causes significant challenges for the verification
process. The main objective of Youcheck! is to combat online disinformation by improving digital
visual literacy competences as part of the larger framework of critical thinking. This is done using
InVID as a teaching gateway to Media Literacy in schools and among adults as well. The more
specific objective of Youcheck! is to gather various data to create a non-expert version of the
professional InViD tool, optimizing the plug-in thanks to testing results and enriching it with
pedagogical scenarios and self-paced tutorials, quizzes and games.
InVID hold functionalities related to techno-cognition and focus on image verification and
credibility. Functionalities make it possible (1) to retrieve metadata about videos and images,
(2) to fragment videos into key-frames to allow image-similarity search in other contexts, (3) to
perform advanced search queries on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube (4) to compare the
efficiency of search engines (Google, Yandex, Baidu…), (5) to look inside images through a
magnifying lens, (6) to analyse an image with forensic filters (to detect alterations within its
structure such as quantization, frequencies, colours, pixel coherence). All these itemized
functionalities correspond to cognitive processes (retrieve, fragment, search laterally, compare
across data sets, apply filters…). They are part of the heuristics of critical thinking, that can be
both text- and image-based. They should be part of the basic media literacy competences for
all.

4. Methodology.
4.1. Main objectives.
Our general research has four main objectives, which can be summarized as follows: a) to
increase the critical thinking skills of European citizens regarding disinformation, b) to raise

awareness through media literacy about " fake news" as a threat to democracy, c) to empower
European citizens through image and video verification and d) to unify and capitalize on efforts
to promote two European projects currently in force: InVID and ECO LEARNING.
In order to reach these objectives, Youcheck! focused on issues of credibility of online images
and on testing the user-friendliness of InVID plug-in with a random sub-set of the general public
or “beta testers”. Using a mix method approach, the pilot study has been conducted in four
countries (France, Romania, Spain, Sweden), with a total of about 56 adult beta testers in
February 2020.
This exploratory study sought to evaluate 1/ people’s habits and attitudes to image verification
and credibility online 2/ people’s perceptions of the functionalities of the InVID visual
verification plug-in, as well as the other resources of the toolkit (“classroom”, “interactive”...).

4.2. Participating sample.
The total sample of the research is distributed among different professional sectors. 56 registers
have been collected of different professional profiles (teachers, influencers, digital marketing
specialists, etc.) answered other questionnaire to give their opinion about InVID tool, after
having been practiced with its beta-testers. In this study, we will focus on the results obtained
exclusively from the questionnaire filled in by beta-testers in the four countries.
The beta testers sample was composed of 41,1% of men and of 53,6% of women. The age of the
sample is very diverse, including people whose year of birth is between 1947 and 1999, i.e. the
oldest member is 73 and the youngest 21. The most common ages are 26 and 37. As for the
distribution by country of residence, 24% live in Spain, 15% in Romania, 12% in France and 5%
in Sweden. The data of the study will be presented in this order.
Other characteristics of the sample taken into account in the study are the level of education
and the profession they exercise. 37.7% of the sample are university postgraduates, 34% are
graduates, 22.6% are doctors, 5.7% have secondary education and there is no member with
primary education only. Finally, 49% of the sample belongs to educational fields (e.g. teachers,
researchers, students), 28.3% work in Social Media (e.g. manager, influencer, consultants, SEO),
17% of the sample works in the field of communication (e.g. journalism, social communication)
and the remaining 9.7% work in various occupations (business, computer and industrial
engineering, filmmaking and medicine).

4.3. Procedure.
A questionnaire was given to the beta-testers, which they filled in after experimenting with the
InVID tool from their website. The study sample was briefed on the objectives of the study and
on ethical issues, including voluntary participation, privacy and the confidentiality of data. The
questionnaires to beta-testers were used to obtain statistical data -descriptive- and qualitative
data on different aspects related to image verification and the utility of the digital tool InVID.
There was also a set of “open questions” to collect perception of the usability of the tool as a
whole, the preferred functionalities and the suggested improvements for future use.
Quantitative data collection was carried out, based on the neo-positivist research paradigm (St.
Pierre, 2012). The generalizations made in this study are only possibilities, not certainties.
The quantitative and qualitative data were obtained from the answers that beta-testers gave to
the questionnaires about their uses, habits and attitudes to fake news, disinformation and the
InVID tool. The questionnaires allowed the classification of the answers and the association of
certain variables with indicators of socio-types (e.g. gender, age, education). These data were
then treated with the SPSS software (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). With the

questionnaires, we guaranteed that the presence of the researcher did not affect the answers
of the beta-testers, which allowed the standardization of the answers given by the sample
(Corbetta, 2007).

4.4. Data analysis.
First of all, the beta-testers gave their general opinion about the InVID tool, after having used it
for a certain time, which has been represented in statistical averages. As we will see in all the
following graphs included in this section, the dark blue line represents the data obtained in the
total sample, the red line the data from Spain, the grey line the data from Romania, the yellow
line the data from France and the light blue line the data from Sweden.
In Figure 1, we can observe the evaluation made by the beta-testers of each country regarding
the utility, ease of use and interest of the InVID tool, in general terms. The average response of
Spain is very similar to the average of the total countries in terms of the usefulness and ease of
use of InVID. However, it is far from the average of the total sample in the aspect of ease of use.
In the case of Romania, the averages are always lower than those of the total. France maintains
averages similar to the total, except that it stands out in a much higher average than the total
sample. Finally, Sweden is the country that is furthest away from the averages of the total in all
three aspects, especially in usefulness and user-friendliness.

Figure1. Overall, what did you think of the toolkit?
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When the sample is asked to rate the toolkit that includes InVID, they are being asked to make
their ratings regarding seventeen aspects inspired by the InVID tool, among others, clarity, ease
of learning, comprehension, organization, efficiency, speed, ease, etc., as shown in Figure 2. It
is worth highlighting some significant differences in averages with respect to the Total. The
Spanish sample considers that the InVID toolkit is more exciting, easy to learn, efficient, userfriendly and interesting than what is reflected in the average of the Total. The Romanian sample,
on the other hand, has a more negative view of the InVID tools, as it considers them less
valuable, exciting, organized, efficient, attractive, pleasantand interesting than the total
averages; although it highlights the friendliness of the interface with respect to what is
expressed by the other countries. The French sample emphasizes the practical and efficient
value of the tools contained in InVID, and believes in contrast that the interface is unfriendly,
the opposite of participants from Romania.

Figure 2. Evaluation of the toolkit, on various dimensions
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In Figure 3, and when the Spanish sample gives its opinion on the InVID graphics and images, it
maintains similar ratings to the average of the total, in that they think they are more intuitive
graphics and images. In the case of the Romanian sample, they stand out from the total in that
they consider graphics and images to be less clear. On the other hand, the French sample also
stands out from the Total in one aspect, less intuitive graphs and images. Finally, the Swedish
sample maintains lower averages in intuition and pleasantness

Figure 3. How do you rate the graphic/image of InVID?
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With regard to the results of the use of the InVID toolkit, Figure 4 shows that Spain, Romania
and France have higher averages when it comes to rating the usefulness and intuition of the
results with respect to the averages of the total. Participants from Sweden and France find the
toolkit less enjoyable.

Figure 4. How do you rate the utilization results of the toolkit?
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It should be noted that 88.9% of the total beta-testers in the four countries answered that they
had never used a tool similar to InVID for the detection of the veracity of images. Only 11.1%
answered that they had used TinEye, Checknews and Google Image, which means that, the
previous moment of checking InVID before answering the questionnaire, was the first time they
faced this kind of tools. This contrasts with the data obtained to the questions about the
usefulness of InVID in their profession and whether they would recommend its use to colleagues
and friends. More than two-thirds of the sample found InVID useful for their profession and
would recommend it to colleagues and friends.
Regarding the qualitative interpretation of the data provided by the sample in their open
responses to the questionnaire. On the other hand, the response of the total sample on whether
they had used the right-click functionality of InVID in their test was as follows: 51.8% of the
sample answered "yes", 9.3% answered "no" and 38.9% answered "I didn't know it was
possible", which may suggest that this aspect is not very well explained in the InVID tool.
If we focus on the Spanish sample, they think that the most useful aspect of InVID is the Analysis
tool, the content and context detection of the information and the search for key images. On
the other hand, the easiest thing to analyze with InVID is the reverse search on YouTube,
although there is a third of the Spanish sample that selects all the tools as easy to use. Comments
in the open questions to highlight what they find most useful about InVID are: "I especially liked
their YouTube plug-in. I'm especially concerned about the video fake and have tried it with 3
different videos. The analysis of the video, the comments, and the map have seemed to me
super interesting and very original with respect to what I knew until now", "identify areas of an
image that have been altered or are a collage of images from different sources and also look for
the rights of a video", "that can educate citizens to report false news", "analysis, control, security
... new management of content against misinformation and fakes" and "gather many tools that
we are already using". On the contrary, they also comment: "I did not understand too well how
the tool works, very little intuitive. What I have managed to decipher is what it does on Youtube,
which finds the related theme of the video, but I don't find it very practical for my day-to-day
work". Comments to highlight what they find easiest about InVID are: "it's very easy to choose
any tool and put the hyperlink. What's questionable is all the information provided later in the
dropdowns. I speak English well, but some terms seemed confusing or made me think of
different meanings", "the integration with the mouse makes it very easy to upload files and
links" and "for youtubers it's great to be able to decipher all the information". Finally, when
analyzing the Tutorials, Classroom, Interactive and Forensics tabs of InVID, we found that most
of the Spanish sample had a quick look at the tutorial before starting to use InVID. More than
half of the Spanish sample considers the InVID tutorials to be difficult, confusing and
complicated. On the other hand, a third of the Spanish sample considers the Classroom as quite
interesting, informative and useful; the Interactive as quite interesting, clear and useful; and the
Forensics as quite useful, clear and easy. To conclude with the qualitative data collected from
the Spanish sample, to the question of what would change to improve InVID, the answers

obtained have been "it does not need changes", "a more friendly interface", "to explain more
its pedagogical utility", "to improve the interpretation of social networks", "to give more
potential to the right button of the mouse", "to improve the translation of Spanish", "to
incorporate a first level easy to use that does not need reading of tutorials", "to connect with
the filters for detection of false news of the social networks", "to incorporate a powerful
database or level of big data for the detection of false images", "to improve the filter of results"
and "to give it a more current aspect".
In the Romanian comments, the most useful features of InVID were, in the view of the
respondents, Forensic, Analysis, Keyframes, and Magnifier. Others mention the Video rights
function as a way to rapidly check whether they can use a given material or not. As for specific
assessments of the most useful features, Analysis is highly appreciated for “providing a lot of
information”, Keyframes for “making the easiest verification of genuine versus doctored
videos”, and Forensic for providing an overview of all aspects of interest to the user. The
opportunity to do reverse searches on numerous search engines is also highly appreciated by
the Romanian betatesters. Respondents had the best experiences (in terms of easy use) with
Magnifier ( “it is very clear what it does”), Forensic (“Once you understand how to make the
interpretation, it becomes very easy”), Metadata and Video rights (“easy to use for drafting into
other materials specific to social sciences”), YouTube thumbnails reverse search and Twitter
advanced search. In terms of improvements to InVID, there is almost total consensus among
answers on the necessity to make it more user friendly. The interface seems to be the weakest
feature of inVID: “ It needs a more intuitive interface, using a pleasant color palette. And I would
change the background music for the tutorials”; “It needs a more intuitive way of indicating what
each tool does. It took me a lot of time to realize that the ‘i” icon has this role”. Others suggested
functional changes such as, merging more functions into one for a faster use of InVID,
introducing searches for wenbsites, apart from social media sites, or translating the Menu and
Tutorials into Romanian.
For the French sample, comments in the open question to highlight what they find most useful
about InVID suggest that it is the verification of credibility of images that attracts most users. “I
like seeing the provenance of an image, especially through reverse search and forensics.”
Another user notes: “I like being able to find the first appearance of an image and compare to
the new context it is used In”. In particular forensics and meta-data are deemed useful, which
fits with techno-cognition approach and the enhanced and augmented competences facilitated
by the tool. Comments to highlight what they would like to improve in the tool underline the
ambition of InVID and are satisfied with its existence and think the tool needs more time to
mature. However, all beta testers point to the need for more user-friendly interface if not tool,
asking for “change of the current graphic interface to make it more modern”. Some would like
“the centralization of already existing tools in a single, dynamic solution”. Others ask for “an
intuitive dimension”, similar to other existing apps and relate their experience to other habits
they have of navigating online (though they do not mention using other verification tools).
Finally, some would like an “alert system”, to make the plug-in more useful. They tend to wish
for a quick ready to use response tool, that would make some signal appear near a picture or
video recognized as fake: “it would be much more intrusive but not everybody has the reflex to
signal such fakes or to add their knowledge under a photograph or video”.
In the Swedish comments we find that participants see the tool as useful in light of the challenge
from disinformation. Especially the possibility to corroborate images and the forensic tool is
mentioned. For example “It is a good idea to be able to check up pictures and videos to see if
they are real or manipulated. An increasingly important question” and “The ability to exercise
intellectual self-defense using the analytical tools. This more in private life than in work life, to

be honest”. Some beta-tester also found the tool somewhat confusing to navigate. First of all
participants had trouble locating the plug-in. Tutorials was mentioned by one participant as “the
weakest link” since it has a “confusing design” and “not very good instructional videos”. “The
videos are short which can be good if you want to learn a specific thing but they are too short if
you want to get an introduction and overview of the tool. Personally, I think there should be a
10-15 minute video with explanatory speaker voice that gives an overview of what to do and
how to do it and then several short videos for special parts. The short video clips in less than 1
minute are available and can be good when you already know the tool and want to get an update
on a specific step” (Male CEO). Another beta-tester called for a more user friendly and simple
design. Not least since he did not start in the tutorials or classroom. In contrast, a third
participant found the tool quite easy to use. However, this participant also found that “you can
get the same information using Google” underscoring that the new thing about Invid is the
“Forensic too, which I think looks promising, but very difficult to interpret! If you can get on with
it, it's interesting. I also wonder how the tool will stand in a world with rapid developments in
animation, voice synthesizers, etc. “

4.5. Discussion.
Within the boundaries of the You Check project, we have envisaged InVID as a helpful tool for
image/video verification. In its design and functionality, InVID closely follows the principles of
techno-cognition (see Lewandowsky et al., 2017). It is important to investigate the specific ways
in which untrained users actually engage with, and take advantage of the technological
affordances of InVID, especially given that this tool was initially designed for professional
journalists who are already familiarized with video and images verification.
Our cross-national sample of beta testers responded to InVID in an overall positive manner. The
results indicate good scores in terms usefulness, and capacity to raise interest, and moderately
good scores for ease of use. The latter aspect was further emphasized in the open questions,
where many users from all countries expressed dissatisfaction with the interface. In the
perceptions of the beta testers, InVID scores best in terms of being valuable, exciting,
understandable, and easy to use, and worst in being practical, efficient, and fast (total scores).
Furthermore, one should pay particular attention to developing and improving the self-learning
features of media literacy tools by working on better, clearer, more comprehensive tutorials,
and by helping citizens make full use of the database with interactive examples. In the case of
adult internet users, the usefulness, attractiveness, and general satisfaction with InVID are
crucial for determining them to actively engage in fact checking processes and to make them
more aware of the ways in which the audio-visual digital media contribute to the spread of
disinformation.
Overall, the positive attitudes of beta testers towards InVID encourage us to believe that this
particular tool can and will assist adults in applying critical thinking to make sense of real-life
news. Irrespective of their professional and educational background, they need to be able to
evaluate videos and images in updated ways, and to internalize some crucial practices of critical
thinking (see Wineburg & McGrew, in press). While building critical thinking competencies is one
of the more usual educational outcomes in schools, there is need to target adults as well,
especially since they can play a significant role in unwillingly spreading disinformation, as the
research of Hunt & Gentzkow (2017) and Guess, Nyhan, & Reifler (2018) suggests. InVID can
contribute to the media literacy competencies of adults in the following ways: (1) raising
awareness of the alteration of images and videos, or even complete fabrications (deep fakes)
are becoming a strategy for disinformation; (2) refocusing attention from text-based fake news
to visual fakes; (3) empowering citizens to use digital tools to determine credibility of the online
news; (4) stimulate, though the use of its toolbox (Analysis, Keyframes, Thumbnails, Twitter

Search, Magnifier, Metadata, Video Rights, and Forensic), quick healthy reflexes of assessing
evidence in a critical manner; (5) build the habit of using technical solutions, such as - but not
limited to - InVID; (6) stimulate rapid responses to debunk disinformation.
While acknowledging that the small sample of beta testers in each country cannot provide truly
representative results, we will make a few comments on possible cultural differences in
perceiving, using and evaluating InVID. On some dimensions, different countries evaluate the
strengths of the tool very differently. The Spanish sample showed more positive attitudes
towards InVID, whereas the Romanian respondents had the least positive views, compared to
the other countries. For the French respondents, practicality and efficiency are especially
valuable, whereas for the Swedish beta testers these elements are of lesser interest. Romanians
are more appreciative of the interface, whereas the French sample is more critical. Similar
critical attitudes of the French beta testers can be identified with respect to the intuitive
character of graphs and images in InVID. The results from using InVID are also diverse with
Romanian and Spanish beta testers rating usefulness, intuitiveness, and pleasantness of the
results higher than their counterparts do. In sum, InVID is perceived as a useful tool irrespective
of the social context in which is being used. There is also a commonly shared, less positive
perception on the current weaknesses of the interface and the Tutorials across all countries.

5. Conclusions.
While concerns with the preeminence of disinformation in the digital media grow, there is an
equally growing need for empowering users to engage with news and information in more
responsible, critical ways. While media literacy interventions in classrooms can follow a more
traditional pedagogical approach, equipping adults with critical thinking and media literacy skills
is particularly challenging. We find a viable path in following the principles of techno-cognition
to educate and support citizens in their civic online participation. The technical tool we support
focuses on improving digital visual literacy competences as part of the larger framework of
critical thinking, as well as on prompting rapid response strategies of the digital audiences to
debunk disinformation. By testing the user-friendliness of InVID plug-in with a sample of the
adult public, we find that with adaptations and updates, InVID may assist citizens that are neither
journalists nor professional fact checkers. In future research we call for more research on how
a user friendly tool based upon InVID may support citizens to detect and judge the credibility of
digital news received in visual formats and how this can support the development of media
literacy skills and critical thinking.
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